DATA DISCOVERY & CLASSIFICATION

CONTROL YOUR SENSITIVE DATA
WITH A SINGLE TOUCH
comforte provides automated near real-time discovery, mapping, and tracking of
sensitive data

comforte accurately and continuously catalogs your data to meet all your needs:
Governance, Risk, Security, and Compliance

Unlike other solutions, comforte’s network-analytics approach ensures you don’t
have to know where to look for your data. We find it for you

NEAR REAL-TIME AUTOMATED DATA DISCOVERY
X Automatic discovery, mapping, and tracking of sensitive data and its flow
X Identifies copies of sensitive data within the organization
X Easy to deploy
X Integrates with leading industry products such as RSA Archer and OneTrust
X Linear Scalability that will meet the most complex and demanding
environments

CONTINUOUSLY MONITOR AND ANALYZE
YOUR SENSITIVE DATA
X Dynamically updates to show how network elements process sensitive data
X Enforces policy for effective data use
X Maintains an accurate inventory of locations of sensitive data

A CLEAR INTERFACE OF YOUR OWN MASTER
CATALOG
X Provides data lineage for data subjects across structured and unstructured data sources
X Ensures regulatory compliance around sensitive data
X Automates and simplifies the DSAR process through rich APIs
X Unifies visibility by providing a consolidated view of all personal data

You are committed to reducing your company’s privacy and security risk.
However, ensuring constant visibility of sensitive data across your entire
organization is nearly impossible with the growing complexity of your company’s
network.

With the convergence of security, privacy, and data governance, systems are
more interconnected than they have ever been. Current data tracking systems
protect areas that are known to contain sensitive data. Usage is dynamic and
always evolving. At any given time, there’s no way of knowing all the places to
look for sensitive data. And yet, you’re still required to keep it secured.

We provide your organization with a clear picture of how your data is being
stored, processed, and shared in near real-time. Comforte helps companies
identify and reduce their risk by automatically discovering unknown uses of
sensitive data while saving you time and money.

“

You don’t have
to know where to
look for your data.
comforte finds it
for you.

